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THE WOMEN’S COALITION OF MOTORCYCLISTS SEEKS AT-LARGE BOARD MEMBERS
Passionate Riders needed in Four Key Areas
The Women’s Coalition of Motorcyclists (WCM) is actively seeking applications to become one of thirteen (13) members
of our At-Large Board.
Targeted squarely at influencing the women’s segment of the motorcycle industry, we are creating a dynamic coalition
called the WCM Coalition At-Large Board (CAB). WCM CAB members must be change makers and/or passionate female
riders. The WCM CAB will assist the WCM to develop comprehensive guidelines in four key areas: 1) how to design
motorcycles and accessories for women; 2) how to design well-fitting riding apparel and safety gear for women 3) how
to effectively sell motorcycles, gear and accessories to women and provide service for women’s motorcycles; and 4) how
to train women to ride proficiently and become rider trainers themselves. We anticipate sharing the results of this work
in the form of reports and presentations provided to interested businesses within the motorcycle industry. Overall, the
mission of the WCM is to double the number of female riders by 2020. This addition to our existing Board is intended
to augment the work we are already doing.
“The WCM is the engine needed to propel us into a brighter future for women’s empowerment, female motorcyclists
and motorcycling overall,” according to Sue Slate, one of the founders of WCM and the Executive Director of the Women’s Motorcycle Foundation, Inc (WMF). “There is still much that can be done to grow the ranks of female riders. The
WCM CAB is a great way to accelerate us in that direction.”
“Women used to make up only a small fraction of active motorcycle ridership but the demographics are changing year
by year. With the increase in women riders and the industry’s need to harness women’s purchasing power, the WCM
CAB will draw upon feedback from real women riders who are riding motorcycles, using accessories, wearing apparel
and shopping at dealers. We want the industry to hear what works and what doesn’t. Putting together this coalition with
key industry leaders and riders will be a win-win proposition,” says WCM Industry Liaison Lisa Malachowsky.
Members of the motorcycling community who want to be a part of this change movement should submit an application
at: http://wcm2020.org/wcm-cab-nominations/. We will be accepting applications and inquiries through the end of November 2018 and virtually convening the first WCM CAB in January, 2019. The WCM CAB members will be publicly
announced and recognized on our website at that time.
Those interested in learning more about other WCM opportunities and becoming a supporting partner should email
IndustryLiaison@WCM2020.org.
WCM’s Mission: The WCM will increase the participation of females in all disciplines of motorcycling as it grows the
number of motorcyclists overall. Our goal is to double our numbers by 2020.
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Thank You Sponsors & Supporters
Thanks to you, our sponsors, supporters and paid members, the Women’s Coalition of Motorcyclists
has continued its efforts to grow the number and diversity of females involved in all disciplines of
motorcycling.
WCM is grateful to our 2018 financial supporters:

NON-PROFIT/MOTORCYCLE CLUB SPONSORS
The Bessie Stringfield Ride is a celebration in honor of Ms. Bessie
Stringfield and her legacy. The riders have traveled the highways for four
years on “The Penny Tour” (Gulfport, MS, Jacksonville, FL, Miami, FL, Key
West, FL, Killeen, TX, Los Angeles, CA, Phoenix, AZ). They’ve also
educated and prepared female riders for long distance riding through our
pep rallies (Atlanta, GA, Oklahoma City, OK, Fort Washington, MD).
They invited all riders (female and males) to come and celebrate her legacy
at the birthplace of Harley-Davidson (Milwaukee, WI) this past June in
which WCM answered the call. WCM thanks the Bessie Stringfield Ride
for their financial support and commitment to helping double the number of female riders by 2020 and beyond. The WCM looks forward to the
2019 ride.

The Sirens Women’s Motorcycle Club is the oldest, largest women’s motorcycle club in New York City. Founded in 1986, their current membership
is over 40 women. Thank you, ladies, for your continued support and
commitment to helping double the number of female’s riders by 2020 and
beyond.

Continued on page 4
Web: www.wcm2020.org | Facebook: Women’s Coalition of Motorcyclists | Twitter: @wcm2020
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THANK YOU SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS – continued from page 3

We thank Alisa Clickenger for being a continued supporter of WCM and partnering with us to help keep our
members riding. Through Clickenger, the Women’s
Motorcycle Tours continues to financially support
WCM. They run an organization by women, and
for women. They offer a variety of tours throughout
the USA, weekend getaways, and one “bucket list” tour
every year. We share the vision of Women’s Motorcycle
Tours as they are women-focused on supporting other women following their dreams and living lives they love. This is why they
are proud sponsors of the WCM. Learn more about Women’s Motorcycle Tours at
https://www.womensmotorcycletours.com.

BRONZE MEMBERSHIP
SeCCRet, the Cross-Country Rider, donated $550 to support scholarships
for women riders in California and the midwest. If you have, or know
of, a female-owned motorcycle school in the midwest that’s willing to
accept a scholarship from WCM sponsored by SeCCRet, send us an
email at Chair@wcm2020.org.

If you would like to contribute to the WCM please consider becoming a
member or donating training scholarships, matching scholarships, general
funds, joining the Board, or joining one of our committees
to help support our goals.
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SCHOLARSHIP ALERT!
THE WOMEN’S COALITION OF MOTORCYCLISTS (WCM)
ANNOUNCES A BEST ROAD STORY CONTEST WITH
AUTHOR & ROAD TRIP EXPERT TAMELA RICH
Apply today at http://bit.ly/WCMTamelaBookContest
Scholarship Deadline is ongoing until 10 winners have been chosen
The Women’s Coalition of Motorcyclists (WCM) is dedicated
to doubling the number of female riders by 2020. In pursuit
of this goal, we are partnering with author Tamela Rich on a
contest to win autographed copies of her latest book, “Hit the
Road; A Woman’s Guide to Solo Motorcycle Touring.” Winners will have their best road stories published quarterly in the
WCM Newsletter with links from our Facebook page.
“One way to double the number of women motorcyclists is to
normalize the sport and lifestyle through supportive educational programming like the “Best Road Story” contest,” says WCM
Executive Board Member Lisa Malachowsky. “Another is to encourage rider safety and skills programming like
our scholarship fund.”
Tamela’s reputation and her professionalism as a motorcyclist directly reinforce the WCM’s programming. Her two books celebrating the motorcycling lifestyle strongly advocate for getting proper
training before hitting the road, and for continually advancing
riders skills.
“Motorcycle touring has opened a new world to me—from exploring the natural world and history, to new skills, and friendships
with other motorcyclists. Anything I can do to encourage more
women to join the two-wheeled lifestyle is both my privilege and
pleasure,” says Tamela.
Stay tuned to our Facebook page to learn more about our upcoming partnerships with Tamela Rich.

Web: www.wcm2020.org | Facebook: Women’s Coalition of Motorcyclists | Twitter: @wcm2020
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{ We Asked and You Answered }
by Shari DiCarlo
WCM Newsletter Committee | WITW International VP

WCM asked women to participate in a recent survey
on how the organization is performing, what we can
do to attract more female
riders, and how we can
grow the number of female
riders. As a new member to
the newsletter committee, I
was surprised to see the responses and how they reiterate my views. Let’s look at
the stats from the responses
submitted.
First, most of the responses came from our basic level membership. The
basic membership is free of
charge, so I guess it makes sense that it has the most
members and the most responses. The next highest response group was “not a current member,” which I found
interesting and surprising. If membership for basic
level is free for the first year, why not join?

WCM offers several scholarships each year and
most agree that it is a great benefit but that we still
have work to do in this area. Responses indicate we
need work on where the scholarships are offered and
getting the word out about what is offered as some
did not know they were available. Responses indicate that most have heard about WCM at Progressive® International Motorcycle Shows (this is also
6

where I was first introduced to WCM) and a close
second was via social media.The overwhelming
majority of responses, when
it came to the question of
“What are the most important things the WCM should
be doing to increase the
number of female riders?”
was to work with dealership
networks to improve dealer
responses to female customers, followed by making
sure that gear for women
meets safety standards, as
well as producing/customizing bikes for shorter riders. Participants also chose categories that included:
participate in events that are geared towards women;
coordinate with major events to provide speakers on
relevant topics.
This article is just a synopsis of the survey that
women were asked to participate in and not all-inclusive. We have come a long way as women riders but
there is still a lot of work to be done. WCM is a way to
have our voices heard and grow the number of women
motorcyclists. We thank you for your participation.

Complete survey results at wcm2020.org.
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SCHOLARSHIP WINNER. . .
Jeannie Marie Thyr of Southern California is WCM’s September recipient
of a scholarship to Reg Pridmore’s CLASS Motorcycle School in Willow
Springs, California. This scholarship was sponsored in part by Sarah
“SeCCret” Moreau and matched by Reg and Gigi Pridmore.
Jeannie describes “finding my identity, conquering my fear of loneliness,
confidence in ‘I can’ ” as some of what she has gained since purchasing
her first street bike and learning to ride. In addition, Jeannie recognizes
that “who you learn from” makes a huge difference in building skills
such as mastering curves, braking, and maneuvering the bike at both
high and low speeds, and “the reputation of Reg Pridmore class says a lot.” After her training, she’s anxious to
bring what she learns back to her local Litas group in Long Beach, helping to develop and grow other women
riders.
Congratulations Jeannie!

WCM PAID MEMBERSHIPS Begin at a Mere $12 Annually
A paid membership with the Women’s Coalition of Motorcyclists not only helps to support our
scholarship programs; it offers paying members additional opportunities like:
• Ability to apply for WCM rider scholarships.
• Nominate and vote for executive WCM Board positions.
• Access to discounts for a variety of products, such as a 20% discount for Mad Maps
products.
• Clubs and organizations which join the WCM at the $60/per year or higher level are
afforded the opportunity to publicize their events with the WCM in its newsletter and on
the WCM’s website and Facebook page.
Consider joining the WCM, Inc. as an individual member and/or encourage your motorcycle club,
group, or business to support the WCM at an organizational or sponsorship level. There is a level
that suits every individual and organizational budget, as a wide variety of membership levels exist.
Click here to become a member.
PAID MEMBERS: Want to help the WCM double the number of female riders by 2020? Join one
of our exciting committees! Click here for committee descriptions and to sign up. We look
forward to having your help!

Web: www.wcm2020.org | Facebook: Women’s Coalition of Motorcyclists | Twitter: @wcm2020
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Motorcycle Industry News:

Electric Motorcycles
By Lisa Malachowsky, Industry Liaison
industryliaison@wcm2020.org
In this issue’s column, I would like to take up the topic
of electric motorcycles. Social media and the blogosphere are all a-twitter about how electric cars and
self-driving vehicles are going to change the face of
transportation. In parallel with these activities, some
existing motorcycle manufacturers and new companies are working on electric motorcycles and scooters.
I think this is a change in the powersports industry
which needs to be recognized. Generations coming
of age (i.e. Millennials) are not in love with gasoline,
combustible engines and they seek experiences which
are more in tune with the environment. They could be
drawn to electric two-wheelers as their environmentally sound choice for outdoor riding.
The leading manufacturers of electric motorcycles
available in North America now are Zero Motorcycles,
Energica, KTM and Alta. BMW and Kimco both offer
electric scooters, but we are going to leave their overviews for another article later in time.
Zero Motorcycles (www.zeromotorcycles.com), headquartered in Scotts Valley, CA is the most well-known
in today’s market. They currently offer several models covering both
street and dualsport
options.
Charging a Zero
just
requires
that you plug
in to standard
household current. They offer
charging options to speed the re-charge time, so that
completed charging can take as little as 2.0 hours with
their “Charge Tank” option or as much as 12.1 hours
without it. The riding range of the bikes varies by rid8

ing style and bike model but can be as much as 206
miles. Hot swappable batteries are also available for
some configurations, so you can take along a spare if
you are off-roading with them and just plug in a fully
charged battery to keep going. Seat heights are in the
range of 32-33 inches, so they are still a bit high for
most women (although low seat options can be available).
Energica (www.energicamotor.com) is one of the most
interesting of the current competitors in my opinion.
And their CEO is even a woman! They are manufactured in Modena,
Italy with a US
division. Their
current bikes are
all sport bikes.
They call them
“the
ultimate
expression
of
Italian luxury”.
Featuring some
advanced features such as ride modes and “ride-bywire”, these sport bikes are changing the feeling about
electric motorcycles. They are also being raced with
good results! The re-charge times are as low as 30
minutes with their Fast Charge feature. Seat heights
are all in the 30-31-inch range. These bikes have a lot
of torque and because they are engineered for performance, their top range is currently 125 miles.
KTM Motorcycles (www.ktm.com) came on the electric motorcycle scene most recently with its E-bike the
Freeride E-XC NG. KTM is also making electric bicycles under the name KTM Bike Industries (www.ktmbikes.at/en.html). Currently, the bicycles seem to only
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be available in Europe as KTM is an Austrian company. The Freeride is strictly a dirtbike. It comes with
an external charger and allows it to be plugged into
European 230V
outlets or USA
220V
outlets.
It takes just
under 2 hours
to fully charge.
The full charge
allows riding on
the trails for up
to about 1.5 hours of dedicated riding. My guess is
that they are adapting their bicycle technology into
the dirtbike and that’s why this is currently their only
electric motorcycle despite their available full-line of
gasoline, combustion engine motorcycles.
Alta Motors (www.altamotors.co) is our last company
to profile. Headquartered in Brisbane, CA, Alta is also
working with partner Harley Davidson and it may
become an acquisition target. Harley needs a jumpstart into the electric market that Alta could provide

making it more competitive overall in the powersports
market. Alta currently produces dirtbikes but the collaboration with Harley “may” produce an urban-focused
street
motorcycle in
a few years.
Their current
range is considered 50 miles
of city riding
with a 2-hour
re-charge time.
Seat heights are
all in the 35+
inch range as
would be expected from a purpose-built street bike.
So what do you all think? Will gasoline powered
motorcycles soon be a thing of the past? I would love
to hear your opinions. Email me at industryliaison@
wcm2020.org
Thanks!!
Lisa
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Want to see your upcoming event or
company logo in the WCM Newsletter?
Purchase a $60 or higher membership package.
Click here to sign up!
Web: www.wcm2020.org | Facebook: Women’s Coalition of Motorcyclists | Twitter: @wcm2020
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Dangerously “DP” Persistent – Chair
Tai Day – Vice Chair
Lauren Secular – Treasurer
Lisa Malachowsky – Industry Liaison
Ermalisa Jackson – Recording Secretary
Syl Salenius – Corresponding Secretary
Liz Petersen – Social Media Manager

BENEFITS OF AN AMA MEMBERSHIP:

At-Large Board Members
Accepting Applications

• Save on the products that motorcyclists use, such
as gear, technology, and parts.

Marketing Committee
Lisa Malachowsky
Accepting applications
Track and Ride Day Committee
Accepting applications
Membership and Recruitment Committee
Gin Shear – Membership Coordinator
Michelle Hernandez
Grants and Fundraising Committee
Accepting applications
Treasury Committee
Lauren Secular
Tai Day

Newsletter Committee
Shari DiCarlo – Chair
Lynda Lahman – Recording Secretary
Robin Bova – Layout
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• Discounts on services, including lodging, bike
rentals, shipping, and insurance.
• Discounted event tickets to AMA Supercross,
Arenacross.
• Free entry into the AMA Motorcycle Hall of
Fame Museum.

GET OUT & RIDE!

Scholarship Committee
Millie Tarallo - Chair
Cheryl Dennis - Recording Secretary
Diane Ortiz
Syl Salenius

Social Media Committee
Liz Petersen – Chair
Liz Keener
Lisa Malachowsky
Ophelia Roland
Linda Sloane
Michelle Taylor

Join the AMA!

• America’s biggest rallies are AMA-sanctioned
events.
• AMA members share the best rides in the country.
• Find local events and meet like-minded motorcyclists.
• The AMA National Gypsy Tour Series includes the
country’s oldest rallies.

JOIN or RENEW by clicking this link:
http://www.amajoin.com/wocomo
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The Motorcycle Queen

of Miami (and Milwaukee)
By Cris Baldwin
The Bessie Stringfield All Female Ride celebrates
the legacy of Betsy (Bessie) Ellis Stringfield. Bessie
climbed aboard her first bike, an Indian Scout, in
1927 and by the 1940’s she had made eight longdistance rides across the United States, the first
African-American woman to do so.
During World War II, Bessie worked as a civilian
motorcycle dispatch rider for the United States Army,
carrying documents between domestic bases. Despite
her skills and service to country, Bessie was often
denied gasoline and sleeping accommodations and
regularly encountered racial prejudice. In recognition
of this, the motto for the
event was “We Ride For:
Respect, Unity, Diversity,
and Dignity.”
Originally started in
2014, the 5th Annual Celebration was held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, the birthplace of Harley-Davidson.
For 2018, men were invited
to participate for the first
time with the caveat that
the ride will be open to both female and male riders
every five years.
The House of Harley-Davidson (Milwaukee)
hosted a bike night/BBQ and the Harley-Davidson
Museum offered group tours including a special

behind-the-scenes look at the archives—a “look but
don’t touch” toy store for adults. On public display
was 1942 WLA Side-Valve V-Twin commissioned
for Allied Forces during the WWII, just like the one
Bessie rode.
Awards were presented to those completing the
“Bessie Stringfield
SaddleSore 1000”—a ride
of 1000 miles in fewer than
24 hours under the strict
guidelines of the Iron Butt
tAssociation.
Details about the June
17–23, 2019 event can be
found on Facebook at
“Bessie Stringfield All
Female Ride”.
The Women’s Coalition
of Motorcyclists held its annual face-to-face Board
meeting during the event and wants to recognize the
positive image this event puts forth to the motorcycling community and beyond.

Web: www.wcm2020.org | Facebook: Women’s Coalition of Motorcyclists | Twitter: @wcm2020
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Riding History: Three Women Who Changed
the Face of Motorcycling
Adapted from an article by Jim Trumm. Reprinted with permission.
Jun 25, 2018
Women motorcyclists simply haven’t broken through
in the American popular imagination. That doesn’t
mean there are no motorcycle heroines. In fact, there
are many female motorcyclists who deserve broader
public attention for their taboo-smashing derring-do
and their insight into the souls of two-wheeled
conveyances and the people who ride them. Three
of them are particularly worthy of celebration: Lois
Pryce, Melissa Holbrook Pierson, and Bessie Stringfield, three riders who took very different journeys
on what Pierson calls “the perfect vehicle.”
One woman rode outward across whole continents and forged personal connections in remote
and forbidden countries. Her vulnerability and good
humor were her strengths.
Another rode inward through her own psyche to
understand the allure of motorcycles and the people
who ride them. Her fearless and honest introspection
were her guides.
Their spiritual ancestor rode onward to confront
the institutionalized racism and sexism of Jim Crow
America. Her powerful faith and personal toughness
were her allies.
Over the next three issues we’ll share their
stories.

The Journey Outward:
Lois Pryce
Pryce did what so many only dream of. She left a
desk job with the BBC and set out to explore the
world by motorcycle. She’s taken three epic motor12

cycle trips: from Alaska to the southern tip of South
America, from London to Cape Town, South Africa,
and from Istanbul to Iran. Along the way, she witnessed the aftermath of a horrific motorcycle crash
that left one of her riding buddies with a fractured
skull and a mangled arm. She clashed with officious policemen and border control officers who
seemed determined to thwart her desire to see what
lay beyond the next hill. She endured the heat of
the Sahara Desert and the bone-chilling cold of the
Zagros Mountains in northwestern Iran.
Never one to follow the motorcycling in-crowd,
Pryce rides smaller bikes—225 and 250 cc Yamahas that are light, easy to work on, and far more in
keeping with the motorcycles in the places she travels than big BMWs, Harleys, or Ducatis.
As she said in an interview for this article, “as
soon as you leave the Western/developed world
there’s not much opportunity to ride at 70-plus miles
per hour. The kinds of roads you’ll be traveling on
are full of potholes, dirt, kids, dogs, donkeys, cows,
insane traffic etc. This means you will be riding
much slower than that most of the time - so a big
powerful bike is wasted. Also, riding slowly means
you see more. A small bike forces you to carry less
stuff, which is good - traveling light will transform
a trip. Another benefit of riding a small, cheap trail
bike is that you will blend in better in less-developed
countries. Turning up on a big flashy brand-new
BMW or similar marks you out as a wealthy westerner and creates a divide between you and the people
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of that country.”
Pryce also gained a unique perspective on
the perception of motorcycles as dangerous
machines. One of the scariest days of her life
occurred in the Republic of Congo, when she
was forced to take a train from Loutété to Brazzaville because the road was “too dangerous” to
be traversed by a lone woman on a motorcycle.
She was shut up in a boxcar with her motorcycle and a dozen intoxicated male Congolese
soldiers. There was no escape. She spent a
sleepless night sitting on the floor of the boxcar by her bike, fending off some soldiers who
wanted to steal her supplies and other soldiers
who made it clear they might want something
more from her. Had she been out on the road, she
could have escaped those dangers.
But despite that terrifying situation—and despite
being assaulted by a meth-head gas station attendant in Iran, Pryce believes that being a woman on a
motorcycle in a foreign land actually helps keep her
safer than a man would be.
“Being a woman can be advantageous as on the

WCM Newsletter

whole,” she said. “When people see you traveling in
their country, especially if you are alone, they actually want to look after you, rather than harm you. I
truly do believe this is how most humans respond to
others. A solo female is not viewed as a threat in any
society, so people tend to be welcoming and friendly.
Obviously, there is the occasional lecherous or scary
guy, but you soon learn to sniff them out right away!”

Web: www.wcm2020.org | Facebook: Women’s Coalition of Motorcyclists | Twitter: @wcm2020
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Womens Motorcycle Summit. Oct 24–28, 2018. Phoenix, AZ.
http://bit.ly/BadassWomenRideMotorcycles
All Female Ride April 12–14 2019. Jacksonville , FL
Facebook Group: ALL FEMALE RIDE JACKSONVILLE, FL
27th Annual MAWMR (Mid-Atlantic Women’s Motorcycle Rally). June 20–22 2019.
Fort Royal,VA.
www.mawmr.org
LGG — Lace, Grace, and Gears Rally. September 2019. Texas.
www.lacegracegears.com
The Progressive International Motorcycle Show (IMS) has released its 2018–2019 show season schedule, with
stops in seven leading motorcycle markets nationwide.www.progressive.com/lifelanes/international-motorcycle-shows

Tour dates and cities:
Long Beach, CA: November 16–18, 2018, Long Beach Convention Center
New York, NY: November 30–December 2, 2018, Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
Dallas, TX: January 4–6, 2019, Kay Bailey Hutchison Convention Center NEW DATE
Cleveland, OH: January 25–27, 2019, I-X Center
Minneapolis, MN: February 1–3, 2019, Minneapolis Convention Center NEW DATE
Washington D.C.: February 8–10, 2019, Walter E. Washington Convention Center NEW DATE
Chicago, IL: February 15–17, 2019, Donald E. Stephens Convention Center NEW DATE
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Registration Form

https://bit.ly/2yEAj05
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